
Day 44 – Puerto Rico to Guadeloupe [Sunday 06-Mar-2011] 

I slept fairly well at the Puerto Rico airport. But a concrete floor is hard, no doubt. However, I 
simply refuse to spend $200 on a few hours of hotel sleep, especially when I have a sleeping bag 
handy. 
 

 
The hotel you get with a “virtual” LAN Airlines voucher: sleeping on the concrete floor.  

 
We started to wake up just before 7AM. After we had packed up our things, we looked for a 
place to have breakfast. There are mostly junk food places in the airport, for lunch and things 
like that. But we did find a place that sold coffee and muffins. We sat there and sipped for a 
while. I was not able to find a WiFi network. Even emerging nations have WiFi at the airport. 
But in the land of free enterprise and resentment towards communist infrastructure, we see the 
results. We should be lucky they have free toilet paper in the bathrooms. 
 
We checked in our bags and were not charged a fee, which was good. So far we’ve only paid $30 
in baggage fees for the entire trip and that was on a US carrier, during our first leg. We went 
outside to enjoy some of the sun. That felt nice. While we were out there we also reviewed our 
finances for the trip, so far, and concluded that we were on target (by a razor thin margin) today, 
for the first time in weeks. However, it seems unlikely we’ll manage that exact balance unless we 
can keep our costs for anything but housing and car (without gas) below $300 for the rest of the 
trip. Much of this difficulty in managing costs is tied to the weak dollar (around $1.40 per Euro). 
We talked about raising that limit a bit for this final week. Just diving alone will set us back at 
least $65/person per dive. 
 



 
Lilli is in line for some real coffee and a muffin at the airport in Puerto Rico 

 

Unlike in Tahiti, they have the A/C on full blast in the Puerto Rico airport. It was so cold that we 
felt like sitting outside in the sun for a while, to warm up. After all, we had just arrived from the 
cool weather in Patagonia. 
 

 
The Puerto Rico airport is really cold from all the A/C so we wanted to warm up a bit 

 



Getting ready to board the ATR-72 turbo-prop that will take us to Guadeloupe 

 

Boarding the plane turned out to be a challenge. One of the passengers got so wound up about 
some gear he was forced to check-in that they had to take him off the plane. I do not recall 
having experienced that at all during my years of travels. 
 

 
At the airport in Guadeloupe, we were greeted by scantily clad women and live music 

 

Getting through immigration in Guadeloupe was easier than ever. Not even a form to fill out! 



 
If you speak French its time for a French Creole reading test. Hint: Haiti and Cholera. 

 

On the pillars in the airport there were signs warning about the Cholera epidemic in Haiti and 
how it might be affecting Guadeloupe. I was surprised that I could read most of the posters in 
Creole. 
 
It is always a real pleasure to get off the plane in Guadeloupe. We were picked up by the car 
rental company’s transfer van and then got our car. Carrefour was closed at this time so we 
thought we had to make do with the old food we had with us. But the faithful little convenience 
store in Vernou was still open when we got there. And they had enough ingredients for us to 
prepare Spaghetti Carbonara. They even had good 100 proof Guadeloupe Rum for $10 / Liter. 



 
This is our room in the bungalow we are renting in Guadeloupe 

 

There are new owners at the place we are staying at (Le Palmaretum), since were here in 2008. 
They have made lots of nice changes. We got a smaller room, next to where we have stayed in 
the past. It was so nice to sit down on the patio, have a drink and watch the lush yard. 
 
Lilli made dinner. Meanwhile we surfed the web for the first time in quite some time. I was even 
able to download a 10 day backlog of emails. Nice. We went to bed and fell asleep in no time. 


